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This also deals with related issues associated with JFK trip to Dallas. Chapter title 

(tentative) is Ides of November. . . 

Notes on “Jackson File” 

Folder 26A 

1. DiEugenio has piece on Wade and replacement Watkins. Notes Watkins 

reforms of the DA office . . . .of practices that were in place from Wade’s 

long reign... He cites the abuses. . . .including the way Wade handled line 

ups. . . See Griggs essay on this. 

He also notes that Wade stashed away of both exhibits and 15,000 pages of 

documents related to the Kennedy case (I am assuming). 

2. Dallas News on Wade... 3/1/’2001... .Contains a few items that might be 

of interest. Actually this is simply a reprint of a news story re: Wade that 

appeared in Dallas Morning News in Aug. 18, 1985. . . All praise for Wade. . 

.Notes he was at one time FBI... . There is a cite somewhere where 

Hoover asserts was not aware of this. . 

DiEugenio makes important point that Wade had Oswald in the frame with in 3 "y 

hours. . .of JFK’s death. A 
3. Dallas News story on Wade’s death 3/1/2001. . . .Might want to review for / - Wat 

sense of Wade’s prominence and high regard he was held in Dallas. “gh 

4. Asampler of Hal’s correspondence with Wade. .. .| include here as . 

backdrop to Wade’s sending onto HW officer Jackson’s ignored statement 

of the shooting. . . and the failure of the FBI to question the bulk of the 7 

motorcycle jockeys who were with the Dallas motorcade. . . 

****AA. Hal to Wade 6/1980 Hal thanks Wade for a copy of Jackson’s 

Note that Jackson’s account squares with Connally’s insisted upon version 

that he was hit by a separate bullet. . 

Also he has some useful stuff on the motorcycle cops in both attached 

__letters. 

5. lan’s letter to me with more precise details about the motorcycle detail on



Notes on Jackson file, p. 2 

The number and location of jockies with the JFK Dallas motorcade. 

ay! 6. Belmont to Director 12/4/’63 Belmont lays out all the effort by the FBI to 

) interview (THE WORLD) everyone in the basement in connection with 

\ Ruby’s assassination of Oswald. . . shake every tree to contact all of the 

X/ 150 news media people who were present. .. CONTRAST WITH HOW FBI 

IGNORED THE BIKE JOCKIES. .. .AND 

NOTE review carefully item 10 in folder 26B . In 1975 FBI got around to 

interviewing Chaney and Jackson. Jackson lays out for them what he saw 

on 11/22... .in short, that Connally was hit by a separate bullet, etc. .. .and 

that JFK was hit in the upper right side of his head. . . that was a shot from 

WA the front. . . *** what is crucial here is that doc. 62-109060-7369 the names 

ay of the interviewing agents in both cases with Chaney and Jackson were ma 

ked out to keep researchers from asking for their notes. .. **** 
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